NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

SPRING COMMENCEMENT

May 15, 2004

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Graduation Ceremony
and Distribution of Diplomas

Harris Field
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

1:30 – 3:00PM
Department of Chemical Engineering Graduation Ceremony

Saturday, May 15, 2004

1:30PM  Welcome and Introductory Remarks  
     Dr. Lisa G. Bullard, Director of Undergraduate Studies

Remarks by Graduating Senior  
     Elton Paul Hudson

Introduction of the Faculty and Staff and Comments  
     Dr. Peter K. Kilpatrick, Department Head

Remarks by Past President of AIChE Student Chapter  
     Amanda Carrie Burris

Awarding of Diplomas  
     Dr. Peter K. Kilpatrick and Chemical Engineering Faculty

3:00  Conclusion and reception to follow

Faculty and Staff

Laurel F. Anderson  Jan Genzer  Saad A. Khan  Steven W. Peretti  
Sandra S. Bailey  Christine S. Grant  Peter K. Kilpatrick  George W. Roberts  
Ken Beatty  Keith E. Gubbins  Shirley Kow  C. John Setzer  
Lisa G. Bullard  Carol K. Hall  H. Henry Lamb  Courtney J. Smith  
Ruben G. Carbonell  Jason M. Haugh  P.K. Lim  Richard J. Spontak  
Joseph M. DeSimone  Sheila M. Hayes  James B. McClain  John Van Zanten  
Saundra L. Doby  Phyllis Hilliard  June W. McCoy  Orlin D. Velev  
Peter S. Fedkiw  Harold B. Hopfenberg  David F. Ollis  Hubert Winston  
Richard M. Felder  Gwen L. Johnson  Michael R. Overcash  Natalie J. Worth  
                    Robert M. Kelly  Gregory N. Parsons  Ching-Kit Yeung

Doctor of Philosophy Recipients

Karen Alyce Kennedy  Hung Duc Nguyen  Nikunj Pragjibhai Patel  
George W. Roberts/Joe M. DeSimone  Carol K. Hall  Richard J. Spontak  

Andrew Jeremy Schultz  James Joseph Semler  Srinivas Siripurapu  
Carol K. Hall/Jan Genzer  Jan Genzer  Saad A. Khan/Richard J. Spontak  

Guangquan Wang  Jeffrey Alan Yerian  
Ruben G. Carbonell  Peter S. Fedkiw/Saad A. Khan
Bachelor of Science Graduates

Ryan Thomas Adams          Magna Cum Laude          Joo Hyeong Kim
Andrea Gayle Allgood (USP)  Summa Cum Laude          Sun Ah Kong
Catherine Elaine Anderson (C) Magna Cum Laude          Michael Benjamin Ledford
Elizabeth Paige Auten       Magna Cum Laude          Chan Joo Lee *
Heather Ruth Aycock*         Magna Cum Laude          Vincent Michael Maniscalco (USP) Magna Cum Laude
Samir Bassam Bachour        Magna Cum Laude          Joshuia Issac Marlow
Heather Lee Baker (USP)      Magna Cum Laude          Allison Meghan McGuire
Craig Allan Bardsley        Magna Cum Laude          Robyn Marie Menard (C)
Angel Robin Barnhill        Magna Cum Laude          Merrick Elizabeth Miles
Tracy Allison Beavers (C)    Cum Laude              Elizabeth Lee Morgan
Shawna Stephanie Berg (USP)  Summa Cum Laude          James Michael Norby
Eric Arthur Blanchone       Magna Cum Laude          Maria Ann Ondeck (C)
Paul Douglas Box            Magna Cum Laude          Courtney Eugene Pate
Christopher Scott Brownfield Magna Cum Laude          Daniel Joseph Peters (C)
Veronica Nicole Brumbaugh   Magna Cum Laude          Someeswara Rao Peri *
Amanda Carrie Burris (C)    Summa Cum Laude          James Joseph Pfeiffer
Jamie Deanne Bushnell       Summa Cum Laude          Thomas Gregory Rajala
Clifford Scott Bynum        Summa Cum Laude          Jebina Rajbandhari
James Antony Carnell *      Summa Cum Laude          Richard Monroe Renfro
Melanie Pei-Heng Chin (USP) (H) Summa Cum Laude          Jonathan Lee Rice
Cameron Lea Cobb (C)         Magna Cum Laude          David Michael Roof
Amy Elizabeth Cox (USP) (H)  Summa Cum Laude          Susan Lynda Roszko
Laura Ashley Creech        Magna Cum Laude          Willard Mills Salley
Jason Michael Doub * (H)    Magna Cum Laude          Jennifer Amanda Schaefer (C)
Jonathan Ray Dunn          Summa Cum Laude          Benjamin Willis Schmidt
Joshua Morgan Edmonds (C)   Magna Cum Laude          Brekke Elizabeth Scholtens (C)
Rachel Alyssa Ernest        Summa Cum Laude          Natalie Michele Scurry
David Numan Erel             Magna Cum Laude          Ravi Dinesh Shah
Baher Selim Eskaf          Magna Cum Laude          Jessica Elena Sharp (USP)
Erich Matthew Fabricius     Magna Cum Laude          Joseph Rockwell Skipper (H)
Bradley Christopher Fetzer   Magna Cum Laude          Lamija Smajagic
Christopher Michael Foess (C) Summa Cum Laude          Michael Alan Smith
Dmity S. Fomin              Magna Cum Laude          Joseph Charles Spagnola
Matt Robert Hakos          Magna Cum Laude          Bryce Daniel Sturtevant (H)
Gerald Blakeley Herring    Summa Cum Laude          Michael Shin Swanson
Thomas Eston Herrin        Magna Cum Laude          Christy Carol Taylor
Mary Allison Herrmann       Summa Cum Laude          Randolph Ralph Thur
Elton Paul Hudson *         Magna Cum Laude          Bryan Patrick Tracy (C)
Wesley Alexander Hudson     Magna Cum Laude          Shavoya Antwaun Underdue
Peter Michael Johnstone    Summa Cum Laude          Stephen Mark Walser (C)
Kristen Lane Jones          Summa Cum Laude          Thomas Joseph Wilk (C)
Stephen Marvin Keel         Magna Cum Laude          Georgiana Brooke Williams * (H) Summa Cum Laude
Natalie Grace Killmon * (H)(USP) Magna Cum Laude          Nicholas Durwood Williams
Lauren Elizabeth Killough   Summa Cum Laude          Christopher Michael Wilson
                               Magna Cum Laude          Megan Daniel Winfield
                               Summa Cum Laude          Katarzyna Ewa Zalewski (C)

* Summer, 2004          C – Cooperative Education Program         USP – University Scholars Program
                               H – Honors Program

Master of Science Recipients - Non Thesis
Chung-Jung Chou
Syeda Iffat Mahmuda
Jody Rebecca Moss
Student Accomplishments

Ryan Thomas Adams  B.A. Chemistry, Undergraduate Research Award, University Honors Program
Andrea Gayle Allgood  Park Scholar, B.S. Chemistry, National Merit Scholar
Elizabeth Paige Auten  Duke Energy Academic Scholar, Albert G. Myers Academic Scholar, Chemistry Honors Program
Heather Lee Baker  PCS Phosphate Chairman's Scholar, GE Scholar, BASF Scholar, Suitt Scholar, Byrd Scholar, Alpha Omega Epsilon 2002 Female Engineering Student of the Year, Dean's Merit Scholar
Craig Allan Bardsley  B.A. Chemistry
Shawna Stephanie Berg  Park Scholar, Chemical Industries Scholar
Christopher Scott Brownfield  Park Scholar, B.A. Chemistry
Veronica Nicole Brumbaugh  Park Scholar
Jamie Deanne Bushnell  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering, Georgia-Pacific Scholar
Clifford Scott Bynum  Michael B. Christie Scholar, Alumni Loyalty Scholar
James Antony Carnell  R.N. Rouse Scholar, National Starch and Chemical Scholar
Melanie Pei-Heng Chin  Park Scholar, B.A. Chemistry, NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, COE Outstanding Senior Award for Scholarship
Amy Elizabeth Cox  Minors in Biotechnology and Genetics, Hood Scholar, Abbott Labs Scholar, Byrd Scholar
Laura Ashley Creech  Minor in Art and Design, CSEMS Scholar, Award for Best Poster on Materials Research
Jonathan Ray Dunn  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering
Rachel Alyssa Ernest  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering, Barre Mitchell Scholar
David Numan Erel  Undergraduate Materials Research Society Initiative; AIChE Regional Paper, 2nd place winner
Bahe Selim Eskaf  James & Laura Johnson Scholar
Erich Matthew Fabricius  B.S. Economics
Bradley Christopher Fetzer  PPT Foundation Merit Scholar, Minors in Biological Sciences and Business Management
Christopher Michael Foess  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering, Procter & Gamble Scholar
Matt Robert Hakos  Joe W. Reece Scholar
Gerald Blakeley Herring  Park Scholar, B.A. Chemistry
Elton Paul Hudson  Minor in German, PENC Scholar
Kristen Lane Jones  Minor in Biotechnology, Howard Benton Scholar, Howard Hathaway Scholar, State Employees' Association of North Carolina Scholar, 2004 ISPE undergraduate student poster winner
Stephen Marvin Keel  B.S. Chemistry
Natalie Grace Killmon  2AIChE Regional Paper Competition Winner, CSEM Scholar, NC Rural Letter Carriers Scholar
Lauren Elizabeth Killough  Minor in Business Management, O'Dell Award
Sun Ah Kong  B.A. Chemistry
Michael Benjamin Ledford  B.A. Chemistry
Vincent Michael Maniscalco  Park Scholar, Minor in Economics, Teach for America
Joshua Issac Marlow  B.A. English, Benjamin Franklin Scholar, Ralph Wilson Plastics Scholar, CSEM Scholar
Justin Arne Mathes  Minor in Outdoor Leadership
Elizabeth Lee Morgan  B.A. Chemistry, Minor in English, O'Dell Outstanding Senior Award
Courtney Eugene Pate  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering
Jebina Rajbhandari  Eastman Scholar
Richard Monroe Renfro  Minor in Biotechnology
Jonathan Lee Rice  B.S. Chemistry, Angelo Scholar
Susan Lynda Roszko  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering, Ronald B. Estridge Family Scholar
Willard Mills Salley  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering, Harry H. Saunders Scholar
Jennifer Amanda Schaefer  United Technologies Scholar, Award for Best Poster on Materials Research
Natalie Michele Scurry  Caldwell Scholar, COE Outstanding Senior Award for Leadership
Ravi Dinesh Shah  Minors in Biotechnology and Biological Science
Jessica Elena Sharp  Minors in Biotechnology and Spanish, RJ Reynolds Scholar, Chancellor's Leadership Award,
Brekke Elizabeth Scholtens  Citizens Scholarship
Michael Alan Smith  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering
Michael Shin Swanson  Richard and Sarah Bean Scholar, William R. Edwards Scholar
Christy Carol Taylor  Ameristeel Scholar
Randolph Ralph Thur  B.S. Chemistry, Psychology Minor, NCAA Scholar athlete (Wrestling)
Bryan Patrick Tracy  Minor in Biotechnology, NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Honorable Mention
Georgiana Brooke Williams  Park Scholar, NSF Graduate Research Fellowship, COE Outstanding Senior Award for the Humanities
Christopher Michael Wilson  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering
Megan Daniel Winfield  B.S. Paper Science and Engineering, Boise Scholar